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About 01

Mountain is a modern banking solution, created for a 
younger target audience with the mission of making 
banking simple. Whether your a full time student 
struggling to budget your money or a full time 
worker wanting to reach your savings goal.

mountain

The Peak of Modern Banking



About 02

Mountain can incentivise you to save with 
discounts on your favourite brands or 

give budgeting tips to help make
 your money go that extra mile. 

Banking Without The Hike 



Core Values 03
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Tone of Voice 04

Reach Your Financial Goals

Mountain is a modern banking 
solution, created for a younger 
target audience with the mission 
of making banking simple.
 
Whether your a full time student 
struggling to budget your money 
or a full time worker wanting to 
reach your savings goal.



Logo Sizing
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mountain
mountain

mountain
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Horizontal Logo



Logo Sizing 06164 mm

mountain
Futura PT Demi 131pt / 20 spacing5.13 mm

5.13 mm

Equal spacing 
between graphic 
and typography 
to be the same as 
spacing between 
lettering.

Verticle Logo



mountain
mountain

Logo Placement 07

Logo never 
goes after the 
wordmark.



Colours that change with the seasons.

Colour 08Gradients

mountain mountain

mountain mountain



Spring Summer AutumnWinter

Colour 09Seasons



Colour 10

Horizontal Logo

Verticle Logo

Darkest colour in gradient always to the right.

Darkest colour in gradient always to the bottom.

Gradients



Colour 11Breakdown

mountain

mountain

mountain

mountain

Typography in 
logo must be the 
darkest colour of 
the gradient.

Breakdown of 
gradients can be 
used throughout 
design elements.



Colour 12Graphic Elements

Squares.
Triangles.
Rectangles.



Colour 13Graphic Elements

Squares, Triangles and Rectangles.



Colour 14Graphic Patterns

Logo repeated pattern - winter 

Can be used for backgrounds on 
print media as well as screen. 

Used with various opacities.



Colour 15Graphic Patterns



16Typography

mountain

Futura

Reach new financial heights.

The peak of modern banking.

Futura PT Demi 131pt / 20 spacing

Futura PT Demi 50pt / 20 spacing

Futura PT Book 35pt / 20 spacing

Demi
Book

Overview



17Typography

Aa
Aa

Demi

Book

Logo font also 
used for headings. 

Secondary headings and 
larger bodies of text.

Uses

All pieces of text must include 20 spacing.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ



Imagery People 18

Images with colours matching the current season 
featuring smiling people in the same age bracket 
as the target audience. 



Imagery Landscape 19

Using majority landscape images that feature 
mountains and the approperate colour scheme.



Icons 20



Brand Application 21



Landing page 22

https://mountain-landing-page.webflow.io/



App Screen Mockups 22


